Abstract In AI research and industry, machine learning is the most widely used tool. One of the most important machine learning algorithms is Gradient Boosting Decision Tree, i.e. GBDT whose training process needs considerable computational resources and time. To shorten GBDT training time, many works tried to apply GBDT on Parameter Server. However, those GBDT algorithms are synchronous parallel algorithms which fail to make full use of Parameter Server. In this paper, we examine the possibility of using asynchronous parallel methods to train GBDT model and name this algorithm as asynch-SGBDT (asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient boosting decision tree). Our theoretical and experimental results indicate that the scalability of asynch-SGBDT is influenced by the sample diversity of datasets, sampling rate, step length and the setting of GBDT tree. Experimental results also show asynch-SGBDT training process reaches a linear speedup in asynchronous parallel manner when datasets and GBDT trees meet high scalability requirements.
Introduction
In AI research and industry, machine learning is the most widely used tool. An accurate result is the main important target for machine learning. To acquire a more accurate result, it is necessary to use a complex non-linear model. However, training this kind of model will exacerbate the demand of resources and time [18] .
As a complex non-linear model, training Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) model costs considerable time. However, GBDT has been proved to be a satisfactory algorithm in both classification and regression task [9] . A standard GBDT iteration step contains 2 sub-steps: producing target sub-step and building tree sub-step.
Besides standard algorithm steps [9] , many studies offered alternative improved operations in above two sub-steps. Those operations attempt to accelerate GBDT training process. From the view of the algorithm, their acceleration methods are novel sampling strategies and novel pruning strategies [13] [3] . From the view of engineering, parallelization technology on building tree process is the main method to accelerate GBDT training process [5] [14].
Sampling is one of alternative operations in producing target sub-step. A number of studies described different sampling strategies in GBDT training process [14] [11] [13] . Other studies also offered Stochastic Gradient Boosting Decision Tree based on Sampling [10] [23] . In traditional methods, sampling sub-datasets represent full datasets in training process. Those stochastic gradient boosting decision tree algorithms focus on how to build sampling sub-datasets which represent whole datasets well.
Problem: How to train GBDT in an asynchronous parallel manner
Asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient descent [15] [19] , which is one of well parallelized stochastic optimization algorithms, reaches a linear speedup. Parameter Server [16] , based on asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient descent, is a commonly used asynchronous parallel framework. Parameter Server and stochastic gradient descent have been proved to be a satisfactory method in industry [7] [22] .
Although J Jiang et al. [12] tried to adapt GBDT on Parameter Server, i.e. TencentBoost, TencentBoost still uses synchronous parallel method. In TencentBoost, the parallel part, using the fork-join parallel method, only exists in the building tree sub-step. The process between iteration steps is a serial process in TencentBoost. However, fork-join method fails to make full use of the performance of Parameter Servers, because the system fails to overlap the cost of communication and synchronization overhead in different workers.
A well parallelized asynchronous parallel GBDT algorithm is the precondition of making full use of Parameter Server. However, now few works focus on following questions: 1. Whether it is possible to use asynchronous parallel methods to train GBDT model. 2. How to train GBDT model in an asynchronous parallel manner. 3. Which conditions lead to high scalability asynchronous parallel GBDT training process.
Contribution
In this paper, we examine the possibility of using asynchronous parallel methods to train GBDT model and propose an algorithm named asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient boosting decision tree (abbr. asynch-SGBDT). Asynch-SGBDT uses asynchronous parallel method instead of the fork-join method.
In asynch-SGBDT, Server receives trees from workers and produces target sequentially. Different workers pull current target and build trees in an asynchronous parallel manner. Above asynchronous parallel manner makes full use Parameter Server.
Theoretical analyses show that a small sampling rate, high sample diversity of datasets, a small step length and a large leaves number GBDT tree setting lead to a high scalability. We name above requirements as high scalability requirements. High dimensional sparse datasets usually meet above requirements and high dimensional sparse datasets are the most widely used datasets in big data and AI industry.
Besides asynch-SGBDT, another novel part of this work is the perspective of sampling. In traditional methods, sampling sub-datasets represent full datasets in the training process. However, in this paper, sampling operation introduces a random variable into the original objective function. The minimum mathematical expectation of new random objective function is equal to the minimum of the original objective function. Thus, original numerical optimization problem of traditional GBDT training process is changed to a stochastic optimization problem. As a result, well parallelized stochastic optimization algorithms find the value of minimum mathematical expectation of new random objective function. We will discuss this process in detail in section 3.1.
Asynch-SGBDT is fully discussed in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we show that asynch-SGBDT provides good compatibility with Parameter Server. In section 3.4, we present the key factors of asynch-SGBDT.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of asynch-SGBDT and verify theoretical analyses, we conducted asynch-SGBDT on 2 real world datasets: HIGGS dataset and real-sim dataset. Real-sim dataset meets high scalability requirements well. Asynch-SGBDT achieves an almost linear speed-up on real-sim dataset. To show the theoretical results are boundary of high scalability asynchronous parallel GBDT, we choose HIGGS datasets as comparison experiment. HIGGS dataset meets few high scalability requirements. Asynch-SGBDT only achieves ≤ 1.46x-≤ 2.15x speed-up on HIGGS dataset. Experimental results are shown in section 4.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient boosting decision tree, i.e. asynch-SGBDT and asynch-SGBDT uses asynchronous parallel method to train model.
(2) We provide asynch-SGBDT theoretical certification. We offer analysis the relationship between the convergence speed, the number of workers and the algorithm sensitivity.
(3) Our approach achieves ideal efficiency and accuracy on the dataset whose samples are high dimensional and sparse.
(4) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that discusses the asynchronously parallel training for GDBT.
It is worth mentioning that stochastic gradient boosting tree [10] and parallel stochastic gradient boosting tree [23] are relevant to asynch-SGBDT only in their name. They focus on sampling strategy and synchronous parallel building tree method. The incremental works of above researches should be "A new sampling strategy on building a well performance sampling datasets" and "How to parallel build a GBDT tree faster". The perspectives of sampling and parallel manner are totally different between above work and asynch-SGBDT.
Background and Related Work
We will give a basic introduction about GBDT and SGD algorithm in this section. Each analysis in this section consists of three parts: problem setting, serial algorithm, parallel algorithm. We also show the basic views of traditional sampling method.
Boosting and its Theory
Parts of following descriptions in this section are cited from the researches by Peng Sun et al. [21] .
Problem Setting
In this section we set up the problem posed in Friedman et al.'s work [9] . Given a set of training data {(x i , y i )} N j=1 mj where the feature x i ∈ X , the label y i = {1, 0}, and m j stands for the frequence of (x j , y j ) in dataset. (x j , y j ) are different from each other in above expression.
The goal for boosting is to find an additive classifier predictor function, i.e. GBDT forest, F = F (x) ∈ R by minimizing the total loss over the training dataset
and F i is the shorthand for F (x i ) and ℓ ′ i is the shorthand for ∂ Fi ℓ(y i , F i )in following part of article.
Theoretically, ℓ(·, ·) can be arbitrary convex surrogate functions. In Friedman et al.'s work and the requirement in machine learning, ℓ(·, ·) adopts the logistic loss:
where the probability estimate p ∈ [0, 1] is a sigmoid-like function on F:
This additive function F (x), i.e. GBDT forest, produces the vector
This process is an optimization on R N parameter space. We define F * and L * as follow.
Serial GBDT Training Algorithm
The whole process of traditional GBDT training iteration step is divided into two sub-steps: 1.Producing a target of building tree. For example, the target is the gradient vector of dataset on certain loss [21] 
Building the tree whose output is close to G (the prediction for x i is close to ℓ ′ i in this tree). How to build a tree, i.e. the detail of building tree sub-step, is not the topic in this paper.
Parallel GBDT Training Algorithm
Although many studies offered different work about GBDT, current GBDT algorithm uses fork-join parallel method to parallelize GBDT training process. Parallel parts only stay in building tree sub-step process in current GBDT framework and algorithm like xgboost [5] , lightGBM [14] . Fork-join parallel method fails to make full use of Parameter Server framework.
SGD and its Parallel Engineering Methods

Problem Setting
The purpose of stochastic gradient descent, i.e. SGD, is to solve the stochastic convex optimization problems of the form
where random variable Θ has PDF dP (θ). We use the frequency instead of dP (ξ) which means
Random variable In traditional machine learning problem, like training a SVM model, an observed value θ i of random variable Θ is a sample in dataset.
Serial Stochastic Gradient Descent
To solve above problem, stochastic gradient descent, as algorithm 1, is the most widely used methods for its small memory requirement and fast convergence speed [8] .
Input: dataset {θ 1 , θ 2 ...θn},Learning Rate v Output: wn for t = 1, 2...n do w t+1 = wt − v∂wF unction(wt, θt); end Algorithm 1: Stochastic Gradient Descent
Asynchronous Parallel Stochastic Gradient Descent and Parameter Server framework
Stochastic gradient descent is a well parallelized algorithm [19] [20] . Delayed SGD, i.e. asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient descent algorithm, is the most important SGD algorithm. In delayed SGD algorithm, current model w t adds the gradient of the older model at k(t) (k(t) < t) iterations [15] [19] . The algorithm of delayed SGD is described as algorithm 2. Figure 1 shows the work model of delayed SGD on Parameter Server framework.
Algorithm 2: Asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient descent i.e. delayed SGD.
From the view of engineering implementation, the implementation of delayed SGD is Parameter Server. Delayed SGD gains high performance via the overlapping of the communication time and computation time. Popular Parameter Server frame includes ps-lite in MXNET [6] , TensorFlow [1] , Bosen and Strads in petuum [22] .
Sampling in Current GBDT
Sampling plays an important role in accelerating boosting process. A number of researches offered different sampling strategies to reduce the burden of building tree and to improve the accuracy of GBDT's output [14] [11] [13] . These works focus on how to make a sampling sub-datasets which share the same characters with full dataset. Many studies also proposed Stochastic Gradient Boosting Tree. These Stochastic Gradient Boosting tree algorithms are based on sampling [10] [23]. However, above researches fail to involve asynchronous parallel methods.
Methodology
Training Stochastic GBDT and Stochastic Optimization Problem
In stochastic GBDT, each iteration step is described as follow: 1. Sampling the data: Each sample in dataset corresponds to a Bernoulli distribution. In each iteration step, picking this sample depends on its Bernoulli distribution. 2. Creating target: calculating the target. In stochastic GBDT, the target is sub-dataset's gradient on certain loss. 3. Building the tree based on target. Traditional Stochastic Gradient Boosting Tree views sampling sub-datasets as the representation of full-dataset. Sub-datasets and full-datasets share the same characters.
However, in this paper, we adapt view that sampling process introduces random variable into original objective function. Then, the goal for stochastic GBDT is to find an additive function F by minimizing the mathematical expectation of total loss over the training dataset.
where
) and Q i,j is a random variable which satisfies Bernoulli distribution:
In every sampling process, sampling operation in stochastic GBDT would produce an observed value vector corresponding to Q. Basing on the observed value vector, sampling operation in stochastic GBDT produces the sampling sub-dataset.
Combining the convex character of L and L random , following expressions are true.
Now, our optimization objective function is changed from L(F) to L random (F; Q)
Asynch-SGBDT
Using SGD to solve Stochastic GBDT
Eq. 6 shows that, Q is a random variable vector, and F is variable. The definition of L random in Eq. 5 is the same as the expression of F unction(w; Θ) in Eq.2. Above facts suggest that it is possible to use well parallelized stochastic optimization, like asynchronous parallel SGD algorithm, to find the minimum of the L random . Above process is described by Figure 2 . Random Variable In traditional machine learning problem, like training a SVM model, an observed value of random variable is a sample in dataset. In asynch-SGBDT, an observed value of random variable is a sampling results of sampling sub-dataset.
Asynch-SGBDT
Asynch-SGBDT uses asynchronous parallel SGD to train model. Asynch-SGBDT is described as algorithm 3. The work model of asynch-SGBDT is illustrated by Figure Fig. 3 Asynch-SGBDT on Parameter Server: worker 1 and worker 2 asynchronous parallel and independently work. Server will update L ′ random at once when receive a tree from any worker.
The training set; v: The step length; Output: the Additive Tree Model F = F (x), i.e. asynch-SGBDT forest. For Server: Produce the tree whose output is
random and Maintain L ′0 random . for j = 1...f orever do 1.Recv a T ree k(j) from any worker, this tree is built based on L
Generate an observed value vector of Q and produce sampling sub-dataset. For Worker: for t = 1 to forever do 1.Pull the L ′t random from Server (L ′t random is current L ′ random the Server holds.). 2.Build T reet based on L ′t random . 3.Send T reet to Server. end Algorithm 3: Asynch-SGBDT 3. The sequence diagrams of asynch-SGBDT is shown in the last sub-figure in Figure  6 and Figure 4 .
In algorithm 3, L ′ random is the shorthand of stochastic gradient of L random (F; Q) and it is calculated as follow
Qi,j Ri,j . In building tree sub-step, algorithm still builds the tree whose prediction for x i is close to ℓ ′ i . In this algorithm, each worker pulls current stochastic gradient from server and builds tree independently. Basing on current stochastic gradient, workers build the corresponding tree and push this tree to server. Different workers work asynchronously. Using this method, the computational time between different workers is overlapped.
Asynchronous parallel Asynchronous parallel means different workers are blind to each other. These workers work independently. Pull, Build, Push operation in a worker must be ordered and serial, but for different workers, these operations in different workers are total out of order and parallel. During the time for a worker building ith tree, the F t (x) and L ′t random in server would be updated several times by other workers. Figure 4 shows two asynchronous parallel case. If the number of workers is large enough, building tree sub-step would be hidden. Additionally, compared with !"# Fig. 4 Two case of asynchronous parallel original datasets, the size of sampling sub-dataset is relatively small, which would reduce the burden of building tree sub-step.
It is worth mentioning that to avoid deep discussion on building tree sub-step and engineering implementation, workers contain all dataset in our algorithm description and Figure 3. 
Upper Bound of Asynch-SGBDT
Our analysis should take following assumptions. Assumption 1. The output of GBDT tree is close to the L ′ random or each leaf in GBDT tree holds one sample.
Assumption 1 is a relatively strong assumption, because each leaf in GBDT would hold about 10,000 samples in a real application. However, this assumption is reasonable because most of GBDT building tree sub-step is trying its best to fit the gradient in gradient descent methods or the vector that gradient times Hessian matrix's inverse matrix in Newton descent methods [5] . The work from Peng Sun et al. [21] also shows that if the GBDT tree is against Assumption 1, the influence is bounded.
Extra symbols and definitions Before presenting our proposition, we introduce extra math notes as follows:
(a) small sample diversity (b) larege sample diversity 
, which means the max number of different samples in one sampling process. This value is almost equal to the number of different samples in dataset for it is possible that all samples are sampled in a sampling sub-dataset.
, which is the maximum probability that a kind of sample is sampled.
-ρ is the probability that two sampling sub-dataset whose intersection is nonempty exist in whole sampling process.
We apply the proposition in asynchronous SGD [19] to Algorithm 3. Proposition 1. Sppose in Algorithm 3 that
F t is the F vector produced by F t (x). (4) For some ǫ > 0 and ϑ ∈ (0, 1), t be an integer satisfying
Then after t updates in server,
Analysis: Convergence Speed Proposition 1 shows that stochastic GBDT converges to the minimum of L(·). However, the influence of sampling rate is unclear in serial stochastic GBDT: When τ = 0, no elements in Proposition 1 would be changed with the changing of sampling rate. Ω maybe be influenced by different sampling rate in Proposition 1. However, if the number of iteration is large, the impact would be small. Proposition 1 also shows that with the increase of the number of workers (the number of delays), smaller step length should be chosen and asynch-SGBDT needs more iteration steps to reach satisfactory output.
Analysis: Scalability and Sensitivity Directly drawing the conclusion about scalability of asynch-SGBDT is hard via Proposition 1 because Proposition 1 describes the relationship between different variables and mathematical expectation of objective function. The real objective function value may be different depending different loss function, dataset and sampling process.
However, the sensitivity of the mathematical convergence speed to the change of the number of workers is another index to measure the scalability of algorithm. If the mathematical convergence speed is insensitive to the number of workers, i.e. the parallelism, the algorithm allows us to use more workers to accelerate the training process and gain a higher speedup. In experiments, we notice that the sensibilities !"# of convergence speed to the change of the workers setting are different under different sampling rate settings and datasets. Our proposition shows that the sensitivity is linked to ρ and ∆. The sparsity of the observed value vector of Q ′ is positive correlated to the value of ρ and ∆ when the sampling rates between different samples are almost the same or uniform. Therefore, it is possible to offer guides and draw conclusions via analyzing the observed value vector of Q ′ 's sparsity.
The size of Q ′ is the diversity of the samples in the dataset, i.e. the number of species of samples. The number of non-zero elements in each sampling process is the diversity of the samples in sampling sub-dataset. If the diversity of dataset is high but the diversity of sampling sub-dataset is low, the observed value vector of Q ′ is likely to be a sparse vectors in each sampling process, which means the value of ρ and ∆ would be small. The algorithm would be insensitive to the number of workers. Reducing sampling rates would help reduce the diversity of sampling sub-dataset. Using high dimensional sparse dataset would contribute to increasing the diversity of dataset. For the GBDT tree, different samples would be treated as the same sample if the number of leaves is too small. In this case, small number of leaves in GBDT tree would decrease the diversity of dataset. For low diversity dataset, even using small sampling rate, the observed value vector of Q ′ is still a dense vector, just like the illustration of Figure 5 . Therefore, asynch-SGBDT is apt to accelerate high dimensional sparse dataset with relatively small sampling rate. High dimensional sparse dataset is the most frequently used dataset in big data era.
General Conclusion We summarize general conclusions as follows.
1. The influence of sampling rate on serial stochastic GBDT's convergence speed is not certain in our proposition. However, Proposition 1 still shows an upper bound no matter how much the sampling rate is.
2. Under asynchronous parallel situation and using a fixed sampling rate, the more workers we use, the smaller step length we should choose and the more steps the algorithm would run.
3. Under asynchronous parallel situation and using a fixed number of workers, the larger the sampling rate we set, the more sensitive the algorithm is.
4. Under asynchronous parallel situation and using a fixed number of workers, the smaller sampling rate we set, the larger step length we should choose and the less steps the algorithm would run.
5. Asynch-SGBDT is apt to accelerate the GBDT on high-dimensional sparse dataset 6. Asynch-SGBDT is apt to accelerate the GBDT whose trees contain massive leaves. Figure 6 shows different training iteration steps of different GBDT algorithms and framework. Traditional GBDT training algorithm is serial process. Just as we mentioned at section 2, the iteration step contains 2 sub-step: Producing target sub-step and Building tree sub-step. Based on traditional training algorithm, current GBDT frameworks use parallel or sampling technology on building tree sub-step. A number of frameworks only use parallel, distribution method like Xgboost [5] , Tencent Boosting [12] . A number of GBDT algorithm use sampling technology to reduce the burden of building tree sub-steps like stochastic gradient boosting [10] . Using sampling and parallel technology together is the most popular method to accelerate building tree sub-step like LightGBM [14], stochastic gradient boosted distributed decision tree [23] .
Compatibility for Parameter Server
However, the order of producing target sub-step, building tree sub-step, and whole iteration steps are rigorously serial process in above framework. Whole iteration can only be parallelized via fork-join parallel model. Fork-join style fails to make full use of the Parameter Server's performance. Parameter Server is the base of machine learning and AI industry.
Asynch-SGBDT breaks above serial limitation. The base of asynch-SGBDT is the same as the base of Parameter Server, i.e. asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient algorithm. Different building tree sub-steps, producing target sub-step and communication overheads are overlapped in asynch-SGBDT. In the view of parallel mode, asynch-SGBDT is innovative in GBDT training process. Asynch-SGBDT provides good compatibility with Parameter Server.
3.4 The Key Points of Asynch-SGBDT.
The Iteration
Step has to be Gradient Step Newton step GBDT is the most commonly used method in different GBDT frame [5] [14]. The mathematical convergence speed of Newton methods is fast. However, in parallel stochastic optimization algorithm area, Newton methods are not well asynchronously parallelized.
In our asynch-SGBDT, we choose gradient steps as our base. Math convergence speed of gradient methods is slower than that of Newton methods. However, asynchronous parallel stochastic gradient descent algorithm is a mature high-performance parallel algorithm in big data industry and research.
It may be hard for us to choose Newton methods or Gradient methods when dealing with the big data and machine learning training problem. Newton methods used to be the mainstream: QWL-QN [2] was the most commonly used method in advertisement recommendation. SGD is the most powerful algorithm in AI, big data area [7] [17].
Sampling is the Key
Step.
Parameter Server is the framework used to accelerate SGD algorithm. In this paper, asynch-SGBDT uses asynchronous parallel method on Parameter Server because asynch-SGBDT is an expansion of asynchronous parallel SGD algorithm on GBDT algorithm. The objective function for asynch-SGBDT is
introduces stochastic variable into L(·) via sampling. Without sampling step, the objective function is degenerated into L(·). The problem is degenerated into a numerical optimization problem, which fails to use asynchronous parallel methods to speed up the training process.
Experiment
To verify asynch-SGBDT theoretical analyses, we conducted comparison experiments. In experiments, we use asynch-SGBDT to deal with two classes classification problems. In our comparison experiments, we chose the datasets and GBDT trees setting which meet the demands of high scalability and the datasets and GBDT trees setting which does not meet the high scalability demands. The ideal experimental result is that the former experiments show high scalability, i.e. low sensitivity, and the latter experiments show low scalability, i.e. high sensitivity.
Dataset
We chose two datasets: Real-sim dataset and HIGGS dataset which are selected from the LIBSVM repository as our experimental dataset. Real-sim dataset is a large dataset where sample vectors are high dimensional and sparse. HIGGS dataset is a large dataset where samples vectors are low dimensional and dense. Real-sim dataset and HIGGS dataset represent two kinds commonly used dataset in our big data industry. The details of dataset are presented as Table 1 .
HIGGS dataset is typically unsuitable for asynch-SGBDT because HIGGS dataset lacks sample diversity and, because of its low dimensional, the tree in this experiments fails to grow a large number of leaves. Thus, HIGGS experiments are treated as benchmark experiments to show how different variables in Proposition 1 influence the mathematical convergence and final output. We used 100000 samples in whole dataset as test dataset in HIGGS experiments. We used 16000 samples in whole dataset as test dataset in real-sim experiments.
Hardware
We conducted our experiments on a server with 2 Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660 v2 @ 2.20 GHz, and 60G memory which contains 24 cores together.
Experiment Setting
In real-sim experiments, we built 400 trees in total and each tree had 100 leaves at most. In HIGGS experiments, we built 1000 trees in total and each tree had 20 leaves at most. We randomly sampled 80% features in experiments to build a tree at each building tree sub-steps. The step length, i.e.v, in experiments was fixed at 0.01. To gain clear experiments results, we set all sampling rates, i.e. R i,j , are the same. In our experiments, threads played the role of workers. Convergence Speed and Output The HIGGS's experimental results are shown in Figure 7 and 9. Figure 7 shows that, under the fixed sampling rate settings, the more workers we use, the slower the convergence speed is. Table 2 shows that the speedup rises as the increase of the number of workers (in HIGGS experiments, we set the goal value is 63000, which is the objective function value in the end phase of 16 workers experiment). Figure 7 also shows that above results are common rules across different sampling rate. Figure 9 shows that sampling rates between 0.2 and 0.8 exert a slight effect on convergence speed in this dataset.
Experimental Result Analysis
The real-sim's experimental results are shown in Figure 8 and 10. Figure 8 shows that, under the fixed sampling settings, the more workers we use, the slightly slower the convergence speed is. Table 2 shows that the speedup rises linearly as the increase of the number of workers. Figure 8 also shows that above results are common rules across different sampling rate. Figure 10 shows that sampling rates between 0.2 and 0.8 exert almost no effect on convergence speed in this dataset. These experimental results are described by our conclusion 2 in section 3.2 that the more workers we use, the slower the convergence is. Because of our experiments' fixed step length setting, our experimental results are difficult to match the conclusion 4 in section 3.2 directly. However, Figure 8 and Figure 10 show that the convergence speeds are almost the same when the sampling rates are within a range and step length settings are the same in different experiments settings. A larger step length setting corresponds to a faster convergence speed. Thus, if we set a larger step length for small sampling experiments, the convergence speed in small sampling rate would be faster than that in current experiment setting. Above experimental results and analysis match the conclusion 4 in section 3.2 indirectly.
It is worth mentioning that to prove conclusion 4 in section 3.2, Figure 7 and Figure 9 are unpersuasive because the dataset is lack of sample diversity. We would discuss it in the next section.
The distance between final output in multi-worker asynchronous parallel SGD and the minimum of L(·), i.e. 1 worker output, is expanded with the increase of the number of workers, i.e. the degree of delay. Above results show that, in HIGGS experiments, we need more iteration steps to reach the convergence point. However, It is enough to match theoretical analyses using using current experiments results. It is worth mentioning that the impact of this distance is uncertain on real situation [4] . Sensitivity and Scalability HIGGS experiments and real-sim experiments present that asynch-SGBDT exhibits different sensitivity to asynchronous parallel on different settings and datasets as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 .
In HIGGS experiments, the dimension of sample vector and the range of a feature value are relatively small, which leads to the diversity in HIGGS dataset is relatively small. In math view, it means that the observed value vector of Q ′ is almost equal to [1, 1, ..., 1] at every sampling process. ∆ and ρ would be large to this situation.
Additionally, the number of leaves at each tree is small, which is also caused by the low dimension of samples. In this case, similar samples are treated as the same sample, which would reduce the diversity of samples in dataset. Low diversity in dataset increases the sensitivity of the algorithm. Therefore, asynch-SGBDT would be sensitive to the number of workers using HIGGS dataset in our experiments settings.
In real-sim experiment, the dimension of sample is large, which would increase the diversity of samples in dataset. It would help to reduce the algorithm sensitivity to delay. Proposition 1 and experimental results show that asynch-SGBDT would be insensitive to the number of workers using real-sim dataset on our experiment setting.
The different sensibilities to the change of the number of workers between HIGGS dataset and real-sim dataset match the conclusion 5,6 in section 3.2. (b) sampling rate 0.000005 Fig. 11 The Sensitivity between normal sampling rate and extremely small sampling rate
Besides above experiments, we also conduct an experiment using extremely small sampling rate (sampling rate = 0.000005, which means we averagely use about 500 samples in each sampling sub-dataset). The baseline experiment uses normal sampling rate (sampling rate = 0.6). The result is shown in Figure 11 . Small sampling rate, which produces small size sub-dataset, will reduce the sample diversity in sampling sub-dataset. For example, in Figure 5 (a) sub- Figure, if the size of sampled dataset is one, the observed value vector of Q ′ would be a sparsity vector. Small sample diversity in sampled dataset would help reduce ∆ and ρ. This experiment shows that small sampling rate would help reduce the sensitivity with the help of reducing ∆ and ρ. However, extremely small sampling rate would decrease the convergence speed because the sub-dataset is too small, which would cause GBDT trees are distorted.
Experimental results in Figure 11 match the conclusion 1,3 in section 3.2.
Experiments Summary
The experimental results show that small sampling rate, high sample diversity of datasets, small step length and large leaves number GBDT tree setting lead to a high scalability. Those experimental results match the theoretical analyses in section 3.2 well. Asynch-SGDBT uses asynchronous parallel method to train the model. Asynchronous parallel methods make full use of Parameter Server in engineering. The number of workers exerts negligible influence on math convergence speed of asynch-SGBDT when datasets and GBDT trees high scalability requirements. Above facts suggest that asynch-SGBDT provides good compatibility for Parameter Server.
Conclusion
We propose a novel algorithm asynch-SGBDT which is an asynchronous parallel algorithm. Asynch-SGBDT provides good compatibility for Parameter Server. Theoretical analyses and experimental results show that a small sampling rate, high sample diversity of datasets, a small step length and a large leaves number GBDT tree setting lead to a high scalability. Especially, asynch-SGBDT reaches a linear speedup when datasets and GBDT trees setting meet high scalability requirements. 
